
Overcome language barriers and 
communication challenges
More and more, organizations need to communicate with 

people who speak different languages. Businesses, schools 

and government agencies face difficult challenges when 

trying to translate documents —  both hardcopy and electronic 

versions — into the native language of their customers, 

students, parents and constituents. It costs time and money to 

break the language barrier.

Translation Assistant provides real-time document translation 

for any business, school or government organization’s Lexmark 

multifunction printer (MFP). Just scan documents in the original 

language using a Lexmark MFP, select the appropriate output 

language from several choices, and receive a translated 

document within seconds. The translated documents can then 

be printed or emailed directly to recipients, streamlining and 

improving communications with customers, students, parents 

and constituents.

Easy to use interface Translate hardcopy 
documents in seconds

Convenient online portal for electronic documents

Requirements:

 } Any Lexmark multifunction product (MFP) with a 4.3-, 7-, or 

10-inch screen with a printer hard disk and latest firmware

 } Device OCR (Optical Character Recognition) license must 

be valid

 } The printer is enrolled in Lexmark™ Cloud Services with 

Translation Assistant subscription

Saves time
Improves 
communications

Easy & convenient 
translation

Overcomes language 
barriers

Lexmark Translation 
Assistant
Real-time document language 
translation at your fingertips

About Lexmark

Lexmark creates cloud-enabled imaging and IoT 
technologies that help customers worldwide quickly 
realize business outcomes. Through a powerful 
combination of proven technologies and deep industry 
expertise, Lexmark accelerates business transformation, 
turning information into insights, data into decisions, 
and analytics into action.
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Supported formats
Output file formats:

 } PDF

 } DOCX

Notes:

 } OCR processes PDF and DOCX documents differently and 

may produce different outputs.

 } Translation Assistant works best with non-stylized text. For 

documents with graphics, PDF is the recommended format.

 } Avoid using documents that include stylized, script or 

handwritten text or text that overlaps images.

lexmark.com

Source Languages on MFP1:

Brazilian Portuguese Japanese

Croatian Korean

Cyrillic Serbian Norwegian

Czech Polish

Danish Romanian

Dutch Russian

English Simplified Chinese

Finnish Slovak

French Slovenian

German Spanish

Greek Swedish

Hungarian Traditional Chinese

Italian Turkish

Target Languages on MFP1:

Arabic Pashto

Dari Russian

Dutch Spanish

English Simplified Chinese

Filipino Swahili

French Telugu

German Traditional Chinese

Haitian Creole Urdu

Hindi Vietnamese

Italia Welsh

Korean

1For the most up to date list of supported languages, please 

visit https://www.lexmark.com/LTX

+ More than 100 languages supported through the online 

portal 
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